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The team selected a site that best reflects the problems that 
Tucson faces and the symptoms of suburban sprawl, a vacant strip 
mall.



The Loop’s two most important goals are to 
empower the community and encourage 
sustainable living, but many of the project’s 
features achieve both.



The Loop is made up of a retrofit building that contains units and public resources, as well as a new 
building with units and retail space. Public spaces feature open floorplans for a flexible program.



The Retrofit residential units turn existing storefront spaces into 1000 square foot, two-bedroom 
units with patios and a skylight.



A daycare is an important resource for low-income and single-parent families, as well as an 
employment opportunity for residents.



A commercial maker-space provides rentable offices and an open center for large groups or flexible 
desk space.



A public library provides for The Loop with tech and literary resources, an open floorplan, and an 
outdoor amphitheater for events. 



The New Building shows off its passive cooling methods with metal-clad solar chimneys against a 
stucco façade.



To the west, the visual language of the solar chimneys continue on the New Building as shady, 
screened-off patio spaces with vines.



Thanks to our rent pricing, The Loop can focus on three often overlooked demographics that make 
up Tucson and the Myers community.



The Loop responds to needs within its community by adding important resources to a car-
dependent, isolated site.

Crosswalk Ride share Bus stop Community 
Garden

Easement adaptation

Existing easement



The landscape and buildings work together to create natural ventilation throughout the site.



Two different kinds of solar chimney ventilate each residential unit, keeping The Loop comfortable 
indoors for up to 30% of the year.



Within each unit natural building materials, ventilation, daylight, air quality, and acoustics all go into 
a comfortable environment.



The Loop’s wall assembly is successful thanks to three special building materials.



Properly placed insulation ensures that there are no thermal bridges in the 
retrofit building from an exposed slab.



With a 454,750 kWh/year pv array, The Loop generates enough energy to cool the 
entire Myers neighborhood.





A predominantly CLT panel structure ensures a simplified construction process and small carbon 
footprint. Exterior walkways are a steel superstructure to avoid thermal bridging.



Balanced ventilation is an important part of unit design and duct planning.

SUPPLY

EXHAUST



Balanced ventilation is achieved in commercial and public 
spaces through creative strategies.



Heat Pumps are placed in exterior circulation corridors to take 
advantage of the cool air produced as a byproduct. 



Gray water reduces SunBlocks potable water usage



Our “In The Loop” app empowers residents by 
keeping them connected and informed



Even lighting in The Loop adapts to its environment. Lumination sensors turn off indoor 
lights when the sun is out, and outdoor lights only activate by motion.



The Loop is a limited equity co-op owned by its shareholders, which gives renters a 
unique opportunity to own private property and have a voice in their community.



Rent is a sliding scale based on Tucson’s average median income (AMI), with a rent 
reduction program for low-income residents. Thanks to Sunblock, the price of utilities 
has been reduced.



Low cost of construction helps make income-based rent pricing possible. Construction is 
65% cheaper in Tucson than San Francisco.



Thanks to xeriscaping with native plants, no extra water is 
required and rainwater runoff that caused dangerous 
flooding is now 80% soil infiltration.  



The site is designed to direct rainwater through all landscaping as well as the agrivoltaic
community garden with the help of bioswales.



Bioswales take advantage of the natural relationship between plants to create a 
comfortable, self-sustaining environment.



Agrivoltaics create a relationship between a shady community garden and a pv array 
that is cooled by evaporation.



By simulating a climate affected by global warming projections, WUFI proves that The 
Loop will meet Passive House 2018 + requirements even in the year 2080.



In the event of a power outage, The Loop will remain survivable for almost three days, 
while the original building lasted less than one day.



The Loop is an interconnected community that can respond efficiently to a global 
virus pandemic.
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